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Abstract: In this paper we present the results of a study related to the development of the 
most effective representation and organization of libraries of visual and sound objects in 
terms of the absence of any restrictions and template optimizations. It is based on the idea 
of a dictionary concept that contains a brief description of stored visual and sound 
information. Consequently, providing associative communication between information 
objects, up to the possibility of creating an over-subject level abstract representation. 
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1 Introduction 

The paper presents and justifies the method of entering visual and audio 
information into the system used in the work. A virtual environment is illustrated, 
which is a model of a room containing visual objects in the form of 3-dimensional 
objects and photographs, and sound objects in the form of objects-sources of 
sounds. The stage of preliminary processing of visual and audio information 
received by the system was described. One of the main methods of preprocessing 
is presented, which consists in applying the Mach effect to obtain more 
highlighted (contrasting) boundaries of information objects. 
The non-standard principles of the formation of classification of information 
objects based on the mechanism of self-organization of incoming information 
during training (the transition of the amount of information into quality) are also 
revealed. A detailed example is given illustrating the successful formation of a 
classification graph based on a sample of correspondences between information 
objects with different vocabulary concepts (markers). 
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2 Mach effect in contrasting boundaries of 
information objects 

The base mechanism for searching for object boundaries is based on studies of the 
optic nerve and one of the properties called the Mach effect [16] (1). It should be 
noted that the author did not find a similar principle in the literature on speech 
recognition and the design of a hearing aid, but those applied in the processing of 
sound information gave good results. 
According to modern concepts the cells that make up the retina of the eye are 
specialized nerve cells, and they are related evolutionarily and morphologically to 
excitable tissue in the brain. Thus, some of the retinal nerve cells perform visual 
processing before the signals leave the eye [2]. 

 

 
Fig.1. Illustration of the visual Mach effect in border regions 

 
Light-sensitive receptor cells on the back of the retina are in front of the black 
choroid, which increases contrast by eliminating internal reflection and blocking 
light from passing through the front side of the eyeball. The receptors are 
connected via bipolar cells (so-called because of their bilateral shape) to the 
ganglion layers of the nerve that pass outside of the eye to shape the progression 
of the optic nerve to the brain [1,5].  
The retina contains horizontal cells that connect small clusters of receptors. When 
a receptor is illuminated, adjacent receptors are made less sensitive by horizontal 
cells, increasing local contrast. This is a preliminary form of edge detection, it 
causes an optical effect known as the Mach effect (see Fig. 1), this principle in a 
slightly modified form is used in the preliminary stage of processing incoming 
information.   
Each rectangle contains a uniform shade (see Fig. 2, Fig. 2c), but the edge located 
near the darker rectangle appears lighter to humans (see Fig. 2a). Likewise, an 
edge located near a lighter rectangle appears darker [19-22].  
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Since computer systems do not perceive this property (natural for humans) (see 
Fig. 2b), during pre-processing, visual and audio information is subjected to 
mathematical recalculation to obtain an imitation of the effect (see Fig. 2b). 
 

 
Figure 2. Computer simulation of the Mach effect 

 
The processing difference is that visual information is primarily processed in 
space, while auditory information is primarily processed in time (see Fig. 3a). 
Thus, the information becomes more contrasting: 

• visual – by shadow or color transitions; 
• sound - based on volume or rhythm transitions. 

The figure (see Figure 3b) illustrates the difference in the wearable visual 
information to create the Mach effect. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Changes made to the drawing algorithm for simulating the Mach effect (coverage radius: a – 5 

pixels, b – 10 pixels) 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Fig. 4. Information transformation algorithm simulating the Mach effect 
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3 Organization of Object Libraries 
One of the reliable conditions for ensuring the effectiveness of intelligent systems 
is the quality of implementation of basic knowledge and databases, which create 
the basis for expert knowledge and decision-making tools. 
 

Table 1  
Arrays of object groups 

 
 
In this work, the system of knowledge bases and databases was not implemented 
in the classical style since the problem being solved had to remain free from any 
template solutions in order to carry out further evolutionary development and 
complication of the system [25-27]. 
At the heart of an object library, which represents the basis of expert knowledge, 
is the idea of a dictionary (or vocabulary) concept. 
The dictionary concept contains an associative description of stored visual and 
audio information, allowing the introduction of a new abstract level that, while 
preserving the semantic meaning of the information received, frees it from the 
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redundancy associated with the actual information capacity of the object under 
study[23-24]. 
 

 
Fig. 5. Associative elements of objects 

 
Memory elements are a compilation of visual and auditory objects with 
vocabulary concepts (see Figure 5) representing brief information (a marker) 
about an object of information and providing an associative link between objects. 
Physically, visual and sound objects are short video fragments (as the most 
universal format) usually lasting up to 3 seconds, but for static visual objects one 
frame is enough, and for some sound objects it stretches up to 10-15 seconds. 
Basically, duration restrictions are related, on the one hand, to the limited 
performance of aircraft, and on the other hand, to expediency, since the more 
diverse the record about an object, the less likely it is for clear recognition [4,6-8]. 
In the existing conversion algorithm, the primary information is in any case stored 
with the appropriate marking (as a new copy), leading to the rapid filling of the 
disk drives available to the system, while the human intellect “by default” forgets 
the features of the object and sound (except for special cases related to effects 
memory or increased interest), briefly remembering only the fact of the received 
information.  
In the presented work, semantic concepts are singular nouns of visual and audio 
objects, for example, rectangle, bear, table, chair, computer, etc., thus fully 
providing the entire range of visual and audio information required in research   
[9-13]. 
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In the ongoing work on the system, quite successful steps are being taken on the 
way to the use of non-material dictionary concepts in the system. At the moment, 
the main emphasis is on the use of verbs, which represent a new above-the-subject 
level of recognition, but due to the qualitatively new level of computational costs, 
sufficient stable results [28]. 

Conclusion 

The paper describes the stage of preliminary processing of the visual and sound 
information received by the system. One of the main methods of preliminary 
processing is presented, which consists of applying the Mach effect to obtain more 
distinct (contrast) boundaries for information objects. 
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